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Abstract

Control software in intelligent autonomous systems has a role that is vastly different

from that of merely implementing numerical algorithms. The classical reference signal is

replaced by a higher-level goal (or goals) that the controller is to accomplish, and several

layers - varying from lower level to higher level automation - have to be used to implement

the controller. Compounding the difficulties is the fact that software traditionally is seen

as an information processing tool, and concepts such as stability and system response are

not deemed relevant in a software context. There is a dearth of system-theoretic tools

and concepts for effectively using intelligent software in feedback loops of physical systems.

This thesis discusses Aneka (meaning “several” in Sanskrit), an architectural framework

for control software used in autonomous robotic systems. The thesis proposes modeling

the most common software components in autonomous robots based on classical concepts

such as systems and signals, making such concepts relevant in a software context. A ref-

erence implementation on a multi-robot soccer system is provided as an example of how

the ideas could work in practice, though the approach taken itself can be translated to

several robotic domains.

The framework along with its reference implementation demonstrates how perception,

planning and action modules can be combined with several ancillary components such as

simulators and interpreted programming environments in autonomous systems. Besides

providing default implementations of the various modules, the framework also provides a

solid foundation for future research work in machine vision and multi-robot control. The

thesis also discusses how issues such as system response and stability can be relevant in

autonomous robots.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Advances in computational and communications technologies have made the implementa-

tion of highly autonomous and robust controllers a more achievable goal than ever. The

field of intelligent and autonomous robotic systems especially has seen the application of

a wide array of new control strategies like soft computing in the past decade. Much of the

attention paid to autonomous systems, however, go into specialised areas of the overall

autonomous system design problem such as evolutionary tuning of controllers, machine

vision or path planning. The issue of how various components of an autonomous system,

each of which may be implemented using techniques different from the others, could be

brought together into a coherent architecture seldom forms an area of investigation in its

own right. This thesis attempts to address such a need by discussing a control software

framework for autonomous systems that, while incorporating ideas from classical systems

and control theory, simultaneously allows for the application of a large variety of novel

techniques and algorithms in a simple, streamlined architecture.

1.1 System theoretic perspectives in autonomous robotic sys-

tems

Automatic control has played a vital role in the evolution of modern technology. In its

broadest scope, control theory deals with the behaviour of dynamical systems over time.

A system is most commonly defined as a combination of components that act together and
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perform a common objective. Systems need not be limited to physical ones: the concept

can be applied to abstract, dynamic phenomena such as those encountered in economics

or environmental ecosystems. More pertinently, a system theoretic view is equally valid

when applied to highly autonomous entities such as robots that interact with their envi-

ronment on a real-time basis, adapting their behaviour as required for the achievement of

a particular goal or set of goals.

Despite this generality, traditionally Control Theory and Artificial Intelligence have

more or less flourished as distinct disciplines, with the former more concerned with physi-

cal systems whose dynamics can be modeled and analysed mathematically, and the latter

with areas that are more computational and symbolic in nature. Superficially at least,

the differences between the fields go even further. Control theory has a tradition of

mathematical rigour and concrete specification of controller design procedures. Artifi-

cial intelligence, on other hand, has approaches that are more heuristical and ad-hoc.

Again, control theory conventionally has dealt with systems in which physics is reason-

ably well-defined and behaviours modified at a low level in real-time, like attitude control

of missiles and control of substance levels in chemical containers. Artificial intelligence

problems, such as game playing, proof or refutation of theorems and natural language

recognition, are usually posed symbolically, and solutions are not expected to be deliv-

ered real-time. Indeed, it could be said that the domain of control theory has been fairly

simple and linear systems, while artificial intelligence dealt with problems where highly

complex and discontinuous behaviours - sometimes approaching the levels exhibited by

humans - are the norm.

An area that has over the past decade or so forced a unification of methodologies and

perspectives from both disciplines has been that of autonomous robotic systems. Au-

tonomous robots exist in a physical environment and react to external events physically

on a real-time basis. But physical existence is just one characteristic that robots exhibit:

they also take in a wide array of input signals from the environment, analyse (or appear
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to analyse) them, and produce, through appropriate actuators, behaviours that are com-

plex enough to be termed “intelligent”. Hence, the simultaneous relevance of system and

machine intelligence concepts in autonomous robotics should not be surprising since ul-

timately, robots are intelligent systems that exist in a feedback loop with the environment.

Designing autonomous robots in any meaningful degree has become possible only

with the recent surge in computational, communications and sensing technologies. Con-

sequently, the problem of devising a systematic controller design methodology for au-

tonomous systems that is similar to the rigorous and well-proven techniques of classical

control has received not a little attention from researchers. Passino [13], for instance,

discusses a closed loop expert planner architecture (Figure 1.2) that incorporates ideas

from expert systems into a feedback loop. Another intuitive architecture presented [13]

is that of an intelligent autonomous controller with interfaces for sensing, actuation and

human supervision (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.1: A simple continuous feedback control loop.

Figure 1.2: An expert planning based controller scheme.
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Figure 1.3: A hierarchical scheme for intelligent, autonomous controllers.

Brooks [14] introduces an approach called behaviour based or subsumption architec-

ture that is different from a traditional perceive-think-act scheme. A behaviour based

intelligent autonomous controller does not have distinct modules executing perception,

planning and action. Instead, the control action is generated by behaviours that can be

simultaneously driven by sensory inputs. The overall behaviour of the robot results from

how each of the activated behaviours interact with each other, with some behaviours sub-

suming others lower-level behaviours. Figure 1.4 [14] shows an example where behaviours

interact with each other to give a coherent controller.

Figure 1.4: Behaviour-based architecture of a mobile robot decomposed into component behaviours.
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Subsumption based architectures are often contrasted with the so-termed SMPA (Sense,

Model, Plan and Action) based robotic architectures that have been traditionally the

norm in artificial intelligence research. An SMPA based architecture essentially consists

of discrete and cleanly defined modules, each concerning itself with one of four principal

roles: sensing the environment, modeling it into an internal representation, planning a

course of action based on the representation, and carrying out the action. As intuitive as

this scheme may seem, it has been criticised widely in literature especially over the last

decade for imparting “artificiality” to machine intelligence [31], since cleanly defined and

fully independent perception and action modules are rarely found in natural living beings.

In answer to the shortcomings of SMPA based approaches to robotics, modern tech-

niques tend to stress more on embodiment of intelligence in autonomous systems [31] [34].

Embodiment requires that the intelligent system be encased in a physical body. There

are two motivations for advancing this perspective: first, only an embodied agent is fully

validated as one that can deal with the world. Second, having a physical presence is

necessary to end “the regression in symbols” the regression ends where the intelligent

system meets the world. Brooks [31] introduced the term “physical grounding hypothesis”

to highlight the significance of embodiment, as opposed to the classical “physical symbol

systems hypothesis” [32] that has been considered the bedrock of Artificial Intelligence

practice.

Architectures for distributed robotic systems involve, in addition to implementation of

intelligent controllers for each individual robot, concerns related to coordination of robot

activities with each other in pursuit of a common goal. Consider Figure 1.5, which depicts

a “robot colony” consisting entirely of partially autonomous robots, each having a set of

capabilities common to all robots in the system and additional specialised functionalities

specifically suited to the role the robot plays in the colony. The aim of the colony is to

accomplish a “spread and perform” task, where extensive parallelism and simultaneous

coverage over a large area are major requirements for satisfactorily tackling the problem.
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Figure 1.5: An ecosystem consisting of specialised, partially autonomous robots that are overseen and

coordinated by a distributed controller, itself implemented through autonomous robots.

Examples of such tasks include search and rescue operations in regions struck by natural

disasters, exploration and mining, distributed surveillance and information gathering,

putting out forest fires, and neutralisation of hazardous chemical, biological or nuclear

leakages. Design of robots based on their roles in the team could be a natural way of

partitioning the overall controller.

For example, scout robots in Figure 1.5 could be assigned the role to forage a designated

area and search for given features (e.g., chemical signatures, human presence etc.) and

report their finding to the child hubs that control them. They might be built with basic

capabilities like path planning and obstacle avoidance, along with specialised modules for

sensing the environment. The scouts thus are perception units that achieve a form of

distributed sensing for the colony as a whole. The mother hub, on the other hand, is a

large autonomous vehicle that controls child hubs, which, in turn, locally control robots

having still minor roles. Similarly, communicators have specialised modules that allows

them to spread out and establish a communication network in an optimal manner, thus

facilitating communication between the various robots.
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1.2 Intelligent control of autonomous robots.

Intelligent control techniques and the recent emphasis on novel techniques in autonomous

systems form an interesting combination because intelligent control aims to achieve au-

tomation through the emulation of biological and human intelligence [13]. Intelligent

control techniques often deal with highly complex systems where control and perception

tasks are achieved through techniques from fuzzy logic [8] [9], neural networks [11] [10],

symbolic machine learning [6], expert and planning systems [7] and genetic algorithms.

Collectively also known as “soft computing”, these approaches differ from hard-computing

in that they are more tolerant to imprecise information - both in the signals input to the

system and in the model assumed of the environment - and lead to controllers that are less

“brittle”, i.e., that are less prone to breaking down completely if any of the assumptions

made in designing the controllers do not hold. They also have the ability to exhibit truly

wide operational ranges and discontinuous control actions that would be difficult, if not

impossible, to achieve using conventional controllers.

1.3 Control software frameworks for autonomous robots

Intelligent control techniques and autonomous robotic systems extensively utilise soft-

ware for realisation of controllers. Software continues to be the most practical medium

for implementing intelligent autonomous controllers primarily because the complexity of

behaviour expected from an autonomous system is difficult to engineer using hardwired

controllers having narrow operational ranges. Implementing autonomous systems in soft-

ware at once gives the control engineer or roboticist the ability to express powerful control

schemes and algorithms easily. Not only does this facilitate experimentation with control

architectures that can lead to more effective control techniques, but it also frees the prac-

titioner to concentrate on the control or perception algorithm itself rather than ancillary

and incidental issues related to their implementation.

While high-level schematic descriptions of intelligent control methodologies abound
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in literature, the important problem of their implementation in software - and the con-

comitant design issues it raises - has not received an equal amount of attention from the

research community. This is a handicap when implementing controllers for autonomous

robots because very often, a significant amount of effort has to be expended on building

the supporting software constructs of the autonomous system before any real work on

the controller itself can begin. A more important issue, however, is not that of wasted

effort, but that in treating software implementation as an adjunct issue, the efficacy of the

autonomous system itself could be diminished with unexpected behaviours manifesting

when the controller is employed in the real world. A few examples very typical in robot

soccer systems are shown in Figure 1.6. As the examples demonstrate, system and control

theoretic issues must be built into the software right from the start, rather than added

on as an afterthought.

The major thrust of this project is to investigate how such an effective control software

framework can be built for autonomous robots. A software framework is essentially a

design scheme that can be reused to solve several instances of problems that share common

characteristics. The framework designed and investigated as part of this project is named

“Aneka”, which comes from the word for “several” in Sanskrit. The name was inspired

by both the intended universality of the design (“several domains”), as well as by the

fact that a system consisting of several robots was used as a reference implementation of

the framework. Aneka’s major aim is to take a first step in standardising development

of custom software-based intelligent controllers by capturing a common denominator of

requirements for a control-software framework, and providing an interface through which

the framework can be extended into various domains. The reference implementation’s

generality also allows it to be used as a research platform for specialised areas in robotics,

such as perception, state prediction and control.
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Figure 1.6: Intelligent controllers implemented in software can fail in unexpected ways if system concepts

are not taken into account while writing the software. (A) The robot continuously overshoots while

reaching the prescribed intermediate points of a given trajectory, resulting in a wobbly path towards the

ball. (B) The robot zigzags infinitely even when the ball is but a few centimeters away. (C) Steady state

error in achieving the correct orientation causes the intelligent robot to collide energetically against the

wall, missing the ball altogether. (D) Control inputs driving a robot to instability. In a robot soccer

environment, instabilities result in highly amusing “mad” robots that can disqualify the soccer team,

while in real-world applications, results can be downright catastrophic.

1.4 Robot soccer systems

Multi-robot soccer systems (Figure 1.7) have emerged in the recent years as an important

benchmark platform for issues related to multi-robot control [5]. Specific areas of interest

that can be investigated using robot soccer include multi-robot cooperation and decision-

making, environment modeling, learning of strategies, machine vision algorithms and

robust communication techniques. Robot soccer systems are typically guided by visual

inputs, though conceivably other forms of environment sensing, such as SONAR, could

be used. The distribution of intelligence in the system can follow broadly three schemes:
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Figure 1.7: A schematic diagram of a typical micro-robot soccer system.

1. Controllers fully centralised on a central computer.

2. Controllers implemented partially on the robots and partially on a central controller.

3. Fully autonomous robots with no central controller at all.

This project, along with proposing a control software framework for autonomous sys-

tems, also implements several modules related to a micro-robot soccer system within the

framework. Micro-robot soccer system was chosen as a reference implementation plat-

form because, in addition to their availability, they also have a few additional advantages

that make them especially suited for testing something as generic as a control software

framework:

1. They are an inherently distributed system, making the control problem more open

to new algorithms and approaches.

2. All parts of classical robot systems - such as machine perception, robot planning and

control, and communication - are adequately represented.

The thesis does not seek to provide an in-depth discussion of object oriented archi-

tecture or source-level implementation details. This is due to two reasons. Firstly, such
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information is fully contained in the reference implementation’s source-code and the ac-

companying documentation created by a documentation generator (Doxygen) from the

source-code and its embedded comments.

Secondly, the project’s aim was not to produce a specification of an application pro-

gramming interface (API) for control software used in autonomous robotic systems. In-

stead, it was to investigate architectural approaches that would make system-theoretic

concepts relevant in software used to control a wide variety of autonomous robotic sys-

tems. For example, the Control Executive (Chapter 2, Architecture ) is realised in the

reference C++ implementation by the class CRunner. In a different domain, the func-

tionality of the Control Executive ( i.e., that of running Linked Systems and transferring

Signals generated by them to one another) could be implemented by a differently designed

software component or even a combination of hardware and software. CRunner is thus

mentioned not as a generic interface that can be extended straightforwardly in other do-

mains, but as an example of how the Control Executive could be realised in practice.

The chapters of this thesis are organised as follows:

1. Chapter 1 discusses the relevance of control software frameworks in autonomous

robotic systems.

2. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the Aneka framework, a discussion of the layered

interface architecture and the rational behind it.

3. Chapter 3 presents the reference implementation of a machine vision algorithm as

an example of how machine perception modules could be implemented in Aneka.

4. Chapter 4 discusses implementation of various robotic control related modules, such

as a PID controller for path following, a virtual machine based interpreted program-

ming environment for Aneka, and a simulator that can function as a replacement for

the external environment.
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5. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis, discussing various future directions the current work

can take.
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Chapter 2

Architecture

Aneka provides a framework of real-time supporting processes and interfaces that stan-

dardises the architecture of autonomous intelligent controllers for a wide variety of ap-

plications. By providing a systematic architectural framework that is independent of the

problem domain, the framework helps to avoid redundant mistakes with the implemen-

tation of new intelligent controllers. This chapter demonstrates how classical control and

systems concepts are extended to a software context in Aneka, setting the background for

a detailed description of the Aneka framework in the chapters that follow.

The problem of designing a control software framework is challenging and vaguely de-

fined since intelligent systems can have vastly varying forms, but the problem’s complexity

can be tamed by concentrating on designing a framework for a very popular subset of in-

telligent controllers, viz., controllers based on a Sense-Model-Plan-Act (SMPA) scheme

(Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Block diagram depicting a Sense-Model-Plan-Act based autonomous control scheme.

SMPA based (or Perceive-Think-Act) controllers have generally been the norm in Ar-
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itificial Intelligence and Autonomous Robotics research [30], though it has been criticised

by several researchers for its unsuitability in building truly robust and intelligent systems

([30] [33]). Despite the criticisms, SMPA based architectures have the advantages of be-

ing widely studied and consequently well-understood, and of being easy to implement for

solving pratical problems effectively.

An SMPA based scheme consists of a few logically distinct and well-defined modules

that work with each other to achieve the control task. Commonest of these modules fall

into the following major categories:

1. Sensing modules, such as cameras and other transducers, take input from the

environment based on which the intelligent system take actions.

2. Modelling modules process information received from the sensing modules into

representations of the environment that can be processed by the plan and action

modules.

3. Plan modules (i.e., controllers) decide on a strategy of action, and specify the steps

required to achieve the goals to the action modules

4. Action modules contain actuators and/or other output devices that cause a par-

ticular action to be taken on the environment.

There exists a well developed mathematical systems and control theory for the study

of physical systems represented through mathematical models, especially those that use

oridinary linear differential equations. Though controllers in an intelligent robotic sys-

tem are typically implemented using software that uses discontinuous symbolic rules and

instructions to determine how the system should behave, the software itself acts in a

real-time environment and must interact with the system’s actuators and sensors in a

real-time manner within a feedback loop. Hence a useful abstraction would be to model

the various modules as systems themselves, and the communication between the models

as signals. This is the approach that Aneka takes.
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2.1 Interface layering in Aneka

The modules in Aneka are modelled on classical concepts systems and signals, and as-

sumes that the controller and supporting systems will be implemented in accordance with

a SMPA model. This was primarily done to reduce the problem scope to a manageable

level of complexity, and yet keep it wide enough to be of use in designing modern robotic

systems.

Autonomous robotic systems - which are presumed to be consistent with an SMPA

model - within the Aneka software framework are implemented in three levels (Figure

2.2):

1. Generic System Level Interfaces and the Control Executive

2. Domain Specific Interfaces

3. Concrete implementations of Domain Specific Interfaces

Figure 2.2: Aneka framework specifies module interfaces at three levels. The ultimate system implemen-

tation is realised by extending the Domain Specific Interfaces.

The framework itself is implementation agnostic - i.e., very little assumption is made

about the programming languages or operating system that will be used. For the purposes

of this project, a reference implementation of the framework in C++ spanning some

25,000 lines of code was created to investigate how the ideas work in practice, but the

framework would be just as valid with Ada or Java, or even in scenarios where the linked
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Figure 2.3: All entities in Aneka are linked systems. Linked systems use signals to communicate with

other linked systems.

systems could be implemented without using software at all. While it is possible to

discuss the architecture of Aneka in an implementation-independent way, it is fruitful to

discuss specifics of the reference implementation in relation to their respective higher-level

concepts.

2.2 Generic System Level Interfaces

Dynamical systems and signals are represented in Aneka through the interfaces Linked

System and Signal (classes CLinkedSystem and CSignal respectively in the reference

implementation). This architecture helps introduce control theoretic concepts into a soft-

ware context, and conceptually bridges the gap between the physical world and the in-

telligent system itself. We can readily and intelligibly ask questions about a system’s

stability, performance and transient response (Chapter 5).

The Linked System is the most fundamental construct in Aneka, and primarily serves

to virtually embody abstract entities and algorithms within the controller as distinct ob-

jects just like the physical systems the controller deals with. All modules within the

Aneka framework - such as controllers, vision modules, frame grabbers and environment

state predictors - must implement the abstract methods provided by the generic interface

Linked System ( CLinkedSystem in the reference implementation). The linked systems
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accept inputs and produce outputs in the form of signal objects (Figure 2.3). Linked

systems can be connected to ther linked systems, and communicate with them through

signal objects which may be different for different linked systems. Thus, a predictor mod-

ule within an intelligent controller could be a linked system accepting current playground

state signals as input signals, and give future playground states as output signals.

Linked systems mandatorily go through a set of states (Figure 2.4) that indicate the

nature of the activity they’re currently indulging in. The system states in an linked sys-

tem are defined as:

1. SYS DEAD

2. SYS INITIALISED

3. SYS RUNNING

4. SYS WAITING

5. SYS PAUSE REQUESTED

6. SYS PAUSED

7. SYS STOP REQUESTED

18



Figure 2.4: State transition diagram depicting the life-cycle of a linked system within the Aneka control

software framework.

Implementation of the linked systems (and even specification of abstract functions in

the interface) in software is dependent on the specific language being used. For example,

the basic class CLinkedSystem in the reference implementation contains several methods

that can be grouped into the following categories:

1. System State transition functions, including functions for initialisation, starting,

pausing, resuming, and freeing resources related to the linked system.
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2. System state query functions.

3. Functions for registering and deregistering clients of linked systems (i.e., entities the

linked system communicate with ).

4. Functions for getting the current signal and cycle count associated with the system.

In the reference implementation, majority of the system specific processing (such

as the control algorithm and the vision algorithm) are implemented in the abstract

DoOneCyle() method of CLinkedSystem. To run a specific system (say, the vision proces-

sor, CVisionProcessor), its DoOneCycle() method is called repeatedly by the Aneka

control executive (the CRunner).

The transition of linked systems from one state to another is brought about by func-

tion calls to the system from external or internal parties. The transitions could be either

internally generated or triggered by a user interface event (such as the user requesting

that the system be paused).

2.3 The Control Executive

Unlike their physical counterparts in the real world, linked systems within a software

controller have to be deliberately executed and the signals they produce and consume

deliberately transferred from point to point. This function of coordinating and “running”

linked systems is carried out in Aneka by a central coordinating authority called the

Control Executive. The software entity that represents a control executive within the

reference implementation is called a “runner”, and the class that implements the runner is

named CRunner. A close analogy of the Aneka control executive would be the kernel of a

modern operating system within whose context and supervision various user applications

are run.
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The framework doesn’t insist on how linked systems must be organised physically.

This allows linked systems to be run within the same computer process, over multiple

processes in the same computing node, or over multiple computing nodes (Figure 2.5)

communicating over a network. The interfaces of linked systems and signals easily facil-

itate several running schemes, and at the same time insulates individual linked systems

from the details of communication. The communication details are handled by each com-

puting node’s control executive, which ensures that the signals produced by the linked

systems within its control are correctly transferred to their consumers in other computing

nodes.

Figure 2.5: (1) Strictly serial running of linked systems within a single process. (2) Strictly serial running

over multiple processes. (3) Fully parallel running over multiple processes. (4) Systems running on

physically distinct computing nodes, with each node having its own control executive.

Since multi-threading strategies and techniques are dependent on the particular com-

puter platform used, the control executives must be implemented separately for each

operating system Aneka platform runs on. A default instance for the Windows operating

system, the CMSRunner is provided with the reference implementation.
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A control software framework must not only specify system-level interfaces, but in

practice, must also provide several supporting functions that the linked systems and

control executives can use to perform their roles. The Aneka framework provides a number

of ancillary classes to help with these functions. These strictly do not form a part of the

interface, but they are important implementational considerations that can vary from

platform to platform. A few examples would be:

1. CConfig for handling system wide configurations.

2. CGraphicsObject for primitive graphics operations used by the linked systems to

display information about themselves to the user.

3. CEvent, CSemaphore etc. for common multi-thread coordination requirements.

4. CRenderable for visually “rendering” out an entity for the user to examine its state.

A linked system’s execution is started usually in response to a request by the user

through the system interface. In the reference implementation, the following series of

events take place once the request is received:

1. The linked system is initialised.

2. It’s StartSystem() method is called.

3. In the StartSystem() method, a CRunner object for the current platform is acquired

from the global configuration object.

4. The linked system runs itself through the CRunner class’s Run() method.

2.4 Domain specific interfaces

Linked systems, signals and control executives together form a set of abstractions that

can be readily applied to a wide variety of domains. However, these interfaces and func-

tionalities by themselves cannot achieve any useful task, and must be extended to from

interfaces that are specific to the domain we are interested in.
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Figure 2.6: Core classes as implemented in the reference C++ implementation of Aneka.

The intelligent control application investigated in the reference implementation was

the multi-robot soccer system. Multi-robot soccer systems provide a challenging problem

area where several aspects of intelligent autonomous systems can be investigated. At the

domain specific level, the Aneka framework provides abstract classes that encapsulate the

functionalities of systems and signals occurring within a typical multi-robot soccer system.

These classes also serve as examples on how the core abstract system and signal classes

can be extended to autonomous intelligent systems other than robot soccer systems. A

sketch of domain specific interfaces for other robotic domains is provided in Chapter 5.

The linked system interfaces specific to multi-robot systems provided in the reference

implementation are as follows:

1. Frame Grabber (CFrameGrabber)

2. Vision Processor (CVisionProcessor)

3. Controller (CController)

4. Communication (CCommunication)

5. Serial System (CSerialSystem)

The signal classes provided in the reference implementation are.

1. The image signal (CGrabbedImage)

2. Playground state (CPlayGround)

3. Control action (CControlAction)
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The linked systems and the signals they produce and consume in a multi-robot system

designed using the Aneka framework for a classical sense-model-plan-act cycle as shown

in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Modules of the the robot soccer system broken down by their roles in an SMPA scheme.

The linked systems and signals implemented in software form a closed loop with the

external physical environment as shown in Figure 2.8. As the figure demonstrates, using a

methodology explicitly based on linked systems and signals helps us visualise the software

components as systems that ultimately exist seamlessly with the external systems of the

physical world.
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Figure 2.8: A simplified version of the final feedback loop formed in a robot soccer system implemented

under the Aneka framework. Each of the linked systems themselves could be composed of linked systems

that communicate with each other through signals.

2.5 Implementations of domain specific interfaces

The ultimate implementation of the intelligent system is done by concrete instances of the

domain specific interfaces. The reference implementation provides concrete instances of

frame grabbers, vision algorithm and control and communication algorithms for a robot

soccer system, the detailed decription of which are provided in the chapters that follow.

All implementations based on the Aneka interfaces form a natural tree-structure as de-

picted in Figure 2.9.

At the top-most level, the autonomous systems share generic system interfaces and

the control executives. Within any domain area, they share domain specific interfaces.

An important advantage of such a layered scheme is the coherence it gives to the entire

design process because irrespective of their details, ultimately, anything in the controller

is a linked system or a signal that is operated by the control executive (Figure 2.8). Fur-

thermore, since implementations within a domain area are required to conform to the

domain specific interfaces, it is easy to replace a specific implementation of a module

interface (such as the system’s vision algorithm) with another. The linked systems inter-
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Figure 2.9: All SMPA based controllers share generic system level interfaces and the control executive.

Separate domains, such as multi-robot soccer systems or a distributed robotic search and rescue system,

share their own domain-specific interfaces.

acting with each other depend only on the interface definitions and not on the particular

idiosyncracies of the implementations themselves (Figure 2.10).

The concrete issues that need to be tackled when investigating a topic such as generic

control software frameworks are best studied by implementing a qualitatively complete

autonomous system under the framework. The robot soccer system used for such a study

in this thesis has several qualities that make it a particularly attractive problem area:

1. Robot soccer is a robotic system straightforwardly modelled using a SMPA architec-

ture.

2. Several approaches, ranging from the most primitive to the more esoteric and novel

can be used to tackle issues such as machine vision, path planning, prediction and

inter-robot cooperation.

3. The control problem can be solved in a parallel and distributed computing environ-

ment, providing an opportunity to see how well the control software framework holds

in such situations.
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Figure 2.10: Particular implementations of domain specific interfaces are insulated from each other’s

details by communicating at the domain specific - rather than implementation specific - level. Thus,

when component of type A (A1, A2, A3 or A4) sends a signal, it could be transmitted trasparently to any

implementation of B, such as B1, B2 or B3. The various implementations can be changed transparently

without affecting the overall system design.

The ensuing chapters discuss aspects of implementation of the various major mod-

ules in a typical robot system under the Aneka framework. Some of them, such as the

implementation of an evolvable multi-agent simulation platform and that if a robust, par-

allelisable machine vision algorithm are interesting topics in themselves, but a prime focus

in their discussion will be to see how well similar independent modules can be integrated

into Aneka.
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Chapter 3

MachineVision

This chapter demonstrates the implementation of sensory and perception modules in in-

telligent systems under the Aneka framework through a discussion of the machine vision

module of the reference robot soccer system.

Machine vision in a robot soccer system when designed using Aneka framework can

be decomposed into two distinct modules: the frame grabber, which is responsible for

acquiring frames from the real world, and the vision processor, which manipulates the

acquired images and forms a model of the environment from it. Frame grabbers and vi-

sion processors are straightforwardly specified as Level 2 (domain specific) interfaces that,

in turn, extend the linked system interface specified in Level 1 (Figure 2.3). The final

implementation occurs at Level 3, when Level 2 interfaces are further refined to embody

specific algorithms.

Implementation of the machine vision module is illustrative of the layered architectural

scheme outlined in Chapter 2.

1. Linked Systems and Signals form the highest level abstractions of the module. These

are represented in the reference implementation by the C++ classes, CLinkedSystem

and CSignal.

2. CFrameGrabber and CVisionProcessor are linked systems that are specific to ma-
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chine vision modules in the domain of robot soccer systems. CFrameGrabber produces

signals of the form CGrabbedImage. The CGrabbedImage signals are consumed by

the linked system CVisionProcessor, which in turn produces signals of the form

CPlayground.

3. Specific realisation of robot soccer controllers must provide concrete instantiations

of CFrameGrabber and CVisionProcessor. For example, the reference implementa-

tion provides CM2FrameGrabber (representing frame grabbed through Matrox frame

grabbers ) and CFileFrameGrabber (for grabbing frames from video sequences saved

into files) as concrete implementation of the domain level CFrameGrabber interface.

Aneka framework thus only guides the decomposition of the machine vision module

into three layers in the manner described above. The specific class methods themselves

are not stipulated, and is the responsibility of the software designer.

3.1 Frame Grabbing

Frame grabbers are digital devices that convert light impinging on the camera into pixel

arrays processed by the machine vision module. The frame grabber in a robot-soccer

setup is equivalent to any number of transducers conventional robotic systems may have.

Apart from accommodating for the low-level aspects of varying underlying frame-

grabber architectures, the frame grabber module must allow for scenarios where frames

may not even come from a traditional nearby camera setup, but may be, for instance,

transmitted over a long distance from a remote location or generated on the fly by an

auxiliary simulator. The interface created by the frame grabber module, ideally, must

be transparent to the underlying modules, and its general system characteristics must be

reasonably analyzable independent of the rest of the system.

The frame grabbing system takes in images from the camera, and outputs signals as

image buffers to the underlying modules. The implementation of the grabber itself is not
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consequential as long as the output conforms to a standard form, for example, an array

of pixels (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Enforcing a standard interface allows flexibility in choosing where the images come from

without having to modify underlying modules.

The Aneka framework provides for the modeling of digital transducers such as frame

grabbers through the basic system and signal interfaces, as shown in figure 3.2. In the

reference implementation, the domain-level interface that represent all frame grabbers

possible in the system is CFrameGrabber, which accepts input signals from the external

world and outputs signals in the form of CGrabbedImage. The grabbed images are simply

an array of RGB pixels that also contain meta-data such as image dimensions and bits per

pixel. The frame grabber is relatively straightforward to model in software, though there

could be occasions when images need to be artificially generated, such as during simula-

tions or when reading from images that were pre-recorded. However, as long as the object

generating the artificial images conform to the frame grabber interface CFrameGrabber,

the system architecture itself need not be modified.

3.2 Machine Vision

Visual perception forms a very core portion of our cognitive ability. Consequently, at-

tempts to develop artificial perception systems have given due importance to vision, and
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Figure 3.2: Frame grabbers implement the frame grabber interface, which in turn extends the system

interface. Images are similarly mapped to the signal interface.

machine vision, especially in the context of the surge in computational power and image

acquiring/processing technologies, continues to be a vibrant research area with practical

applications in areas such as autonomous vehicle navigation, human face detection and

coding, industrial inspection, medical imaging, surveillance and transport.

The machine vision module in a robot soccer system analyses images coming in from

the frame grabber, extracts features of interest from it to form a symbolic representation

of the environment, and passes the resulting representation on to higher modules for fur-

ther processing. An intermediate signal processing stage such as a machine vision module

has traditionally been a commonality in most robotic systems capable of perception.

Aneka assumes that the primary role of machine vision is one of information processing,

i.e., converting incoming signals to symbolic models that other modules can understand.

The information-processing approach to machine perception is a classic one that has nev-

ertheless been contested from several quarters. Radically different approaches - such as
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visual servoing [24] - based on using the incoming signals to directly drive the system’s

actuators have recently made their appearances, though scaling them to more complex

scenarios have been invariably a challenge. Requiring the intelligent system to interact

with the external world without using explicit internal world models implies that the

sensory inputs of the system directly drive the motors of the system. This is often called

the principle of sensory motor coordination [25], and is considered to be a fundamental

characteristic of reactive systems (i.e. systems that “react” to the environmental stimuli

[26] [27]). The implication of sensory-motor coordination is that perception and action

become highly interdependent. The type of intelligence exhibited by such reactive sys-

tems is often referred to as “reactive intelligence”, as opposed to the classical “deliberative

intelligence” that involve explicit model formation and planning [28] [29].

The Aneka framework itself assumes the system is based on sense-model-plan-act cy-

cles. The machine vision module, its inputs and outputs are readily modelled using

Aneka’s system and signal interfaces as shown in Figure 3.4, irrespective of the ma-

chine vision algorithm actually used to process images coming in from the frame grab-

ber. The interface in the reference implementation that models vision processors is

CVisionProcessor, which accepts signals of type CGrabbedImage and outputs signals

of type CPlayground. Figure 3.3 depicts how the model of the robot soccer playground

can be produced by several Aneka systems implementing the vision processor interface,

while at the same time hiding details of implementation effectively from the other modules.

Subsection 3.2.1 describes in detail the implementation of a prototype vision algorithm

in the Aneka framework.

3.2.1 A windel-based approach to fast segmentation

Several approaches to filtering information from images in robotic applications have been

proposed in the literature [23] [22] [21] [19]. The complexity of vision algorithms neces-

sarily have to be limited due to the near real-time nature of the application.
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Figure 3.3: Encapsulation of vision processor module by the vision processor interface.

An image captured by the camera in general may contain several objects and, in turn,

each object may contain several regions corresponding to parts of the object. Variations in

characteristics of the same object over different areas of the image are relatively “control-

lable”’ in robot soccer since rules allow suitable colour codings to be used. The problem

still poses some difficulty since variations do occur in luminous intensities throughout the

playground. The basic technique used in deciphering the playground state from images

from the frame grabber consists of two stages:

1. Identifying the regions corresponding to the ball and markers on the robots.

2. Calculating information such as ball position, ball velocity and robot orientations

from the geometric characteristics of the identified regions.

Image segmentation is a typical major bottleneck in vision algorithms that arises both

due to the necessity of the task as well as having to traverse the entire image for identi-

fying logically connected regions. The reference implementation of Aneka uses constructs

called windels (i.e., “window of pixels”) to simultaneously achieve the conflicting goals of

accuracy in and speed during image segmentation stage of machine vision.
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Figure 3.4: The machine vision interface extends the linked system interface. All vision processors in the

system must implement the machine vision interface, and output model of the environment as playground

objects. Playground itself implements the signal interface provided by Aneka.

Most approaches in image segmentation fall under techniques that use colour pixel-

based segmentation, boundary estimation using edge detection, or a combination of both

[17] [18] [16] [15]. The windel based approach discussed here is a straightforward gen-

eralisation of a region-based connected components algorithm. Intuitively, windel based

detection of connected components sacrifices some accuracy in determining intra-regional

connectivity in images to gain speed by avoiding a lot of expensive non-linear logic op-

erations by lumping pixels together rather than treating each pixel individually. The

expensive per-pixel operations are replaced by a reduced number of extremely low-cost

operations whose execution can be done simultaneously for different parts of the image.

A windel, w, is defined as a (usually small) rectangular array of n × n pixels. Each

pixel p is assigned a label l by a labelling function L, that operates on a “characteristic

value”, χ(p), of the pixel p. χ(p) should be carefully chosen so as to satisfy the following

conditions:

1. χ(p) should be fast to compute.

2. If two pixels, pa and pb belong to different logical regions having labels la and lb

respectively, χ(pa) and χ(pb) should be adequately different as well. The label of a
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pixel p is given by,

lp = L(χ(p)) (3.1)

A windel’s label, l = L(w), is defined as simply the label that is common to a maximum

number of pixels in the windel. That is, if the number of pixels having label l in a windel

w is given by N(l, w), then,

L(w) = lj, where, N(lj, w) >= N(li, w), i 6= j (3.2)

The function χ chosen for the current implementation gave the YUV values of the pixel as

a vector m, m ∈ R3. Labelling function L of pixels was learned via a k-means clustering

algorithm run on sample images. It is not considered necessary for pixels in a windel to

be connected in a strict sense. In Figure 3.5, for example, all the shown windels have the

same label irrespective of the connectedness of pixels within the windel.

Lumping pixels into windels gives us the following immediate advantages:

1. Segmentation procedure becomes more tolerant to errors, since one-off pixels in the

windel do not influence the labelling of the entire windel.

2. Computation can be speeded up tremendously because connected components check

is not done for each pixel in the image.

3. The segmentation procedure is parallisable in a very straightforward manner.

4. The labelled pixel count of the windel forms an important characteristic that can be

used for discarding spurious windels.

A major disadvantage of lumping pixels into windels is that the determination of connected

components ignores fine cracks in the image that run through windels. Though in an

environment such as robot soccer where pixels are naturally marred by noise and liaising

the significance of such cracks is relatively trivial, there are applications such as medical

imaging where the information may be significant. Figure 3.5 shows four windels that

have the same label even though there are disconnected regions within some of them. If

these four windels occur adjacent to one another, they become part of a larger region

enclosing them.
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Figure 3.5: Windels have the label of the maximum number of pixels within them. Windels 1, 2, 3 and

4, for example, have the same label though there are disconnected regions within windels 2 and 3.

The windel-connected components algorithm itself is described in listing Algorithm 1.

The algorithm consists of four stages:

1. Culling of background pixels.

2. Learning region-labels.

3. Determination of connected components in sub-images.

4. Coalescing regions in sub-images.
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1. Culling of background pixels : Determine the histogram of the seed images. Remove YUV

values with the largest pixel-count from consideration in determining clusters.

2. Learning labels : k-means clustering algorithm Initialize µ1, µ2, µ3, ..., µk, corresponding to

the labels, l1, l2, ...lk.

3. Do:

4. For each pixel pi in the learning sample, do:

5. Classify pi as lj , where µj is the closest mean to χ(pi).

6. For each cluster j, 1 <= j <= k, do:

7. Recalculate the mean µj based on the pixels in cluster j.

8. Until no change in µj .

9. Determination of connected regions in sub-images : Divide the image into n sub-images,

I1, I2, I3, ...In.

10. For each sub-image Ij :

11. For each windel wm in Ij :

12. Calculate L(wm).

13. Identify the connected components in Ij based on the labels of its windels, L(w1), L(w2)...

The identified regions are R1...Rp.

14. Coalescing regions in sub-images : For each Ij :

15. Coalesce regions that touch one another and are of the same type in into larger regions.

16. Output the coalesced regions.

17. End.

Algorithm 1: Parallel windel connected components algorithm
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Background pixel culling

In this stage, we exploit the fact that the largest chunk of pixels in a typical robot soc-

cer playground image actually belongs to the background itself, and can be straightaway

ignored from consideration when calculating ball and robot positions. The range of the

background pixels in the YUV space, however, must be automatically determined. This

is done by calculating histograms of a few seed images, and finding the YUV ranges that

have the maximum pixel count. When creating a histogram, getting the pixel count for

each possible YUV vector [y, u, v] is computationally inefficient: in a typical 8-bit image,

we may have to deal with 3 dimensional array of size 255 × 255 × 255. Instead, we

discretise the Y space into 5 units, and the U and V spaces into 16 units each to get an

array of size 5 × 16 × 16, which allows for greater flexibility with vision algorithms at

the loss of some precision. The loss of precision is somewhat compensated by increasing

the granularity of U and V values that are normally most indicative of a logical change

in regions.

The result of histogram computation is a function H : R3 → R, mapping YUV vectors

to their pixel counts. As shown in Figure 3.6, the ranges with the maximum pixel counts

(i.e., pixel counts exceeding a pre-decided threshold, Nt) are ignored in the k-means

clustering stage.

Figure 3.6: Learning of the background pixels’ YUV ranges through histogram culling. YUV values with

counts greater than a given threshold are assumed to belong to the background.
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Figure 3.7: (A) A typical input image to the vision algorithm. (B) Image after background culling.

Notice that due to the characteristics of images in robot soccer systems, the non-background regions are

robustly identified.

k-means clustering

k-Means clustering is next used for unsupervised learning of clusters of pixels present in

the seed images. It is assumed that the number of label types, k, is known beforehand. It

is possible to learn this number as well to achieve optimal clustering at the cost of longer

computational time.

The principle objective is to cluster a sample of pixels, S, into k partitions to minimise

the intra cluster variance,

V =
k∑

i=1

∑
j∈Si

|xj − µi|2 (3.3)

,

where there are k clusters Si, i = 1, 2, 3, ..k, and µi is the centroid or mean of points

xj in Si.

The output of the clustering stage are characteristic values, µ1, µ2, µ3, ..., µk, corre-

sponding to labels, l1, l2, ..., lk. The meanings given to the labels depend on identification

of the clusters by an observer. Thus, the algorithm may correctly cluster all pixel colours
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Figure 3.8: (A) k-Means clustering is used as an inexpensive unsupervised clustering algorithm. The

figure shows movements of two means (reduced to two dimensions for depiction) to stable values over a

few iterations. (B) Home team colour thresholded using the values learned from k-Means clustering.

belonging to the soccer ball into a single category, but it cannot determine that the colours

actually denote the ball and not some other object on the playground. A major advantage

of incorporating an automatic parameter learning stage is that the vision algorithm reacts

robustly to minor changes in luminosity as the game progresses by running the algorithm

whenever the objects on the ground cannot be determined accurately.

Once the characteristic values of regions are learned, they are retained until inaccuracies

surface in playground parameter estimation.

Parallel connected components algorithm

To determine connected regions in intermediate images, the image is first divided into

smaller sub-images that can be parallely processed. The number of divisions made de-

pends on various factors such as the number of processors available and the communi-

cation overhead involved in distributing and collating data. Each sub-image is sent out

for calculation of connected regions within the sub-image to the processors available for

vision processing. Once the results get back to the processor issuing the request, the

neighbouring connected regions of the same type are stitched together to get the full

regions.
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Figure 3.9: (A) The input image split into four sub-images. (B) Windels of the image.

Figure 3.10: Overall flow of data in the parallel connected components implementation.

Within a sub-image, connectivity of a windel A is determined as described in Algorithm

2.
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1. Assign a new region R to A.

2. Let list l = (A1, A2, A3, A4), the neighbouring windels of A (Figure 3.11).

3. For each windel wi in list l:

4. If L(wi) = L(A), (i.e., if windels both are of the same type):

5. If A’s current region is R1 and wi’s region is R2, and R2 6= R1, merge R1 and R2.

6. Output The final region R of A. R would contain all windels thus far discovered that are connected

to A.

7. End.

Algorithm 2: Determining connectivity of windels within sub-images

Figure 3.11: Till reaching windel A, R1 and R2 exist as separate regions. Windel A establishes connec-

tivity, and the region lists for R1 and R2 are merged to get the new region R1 + R2. The windels shown

with question marks are the ones not discovered yet.

Coalescing of connected regions from sub-images

Coalescing connected region information from individual sub-images to give the region

information for the entire image is speeded up tremendously by working at the windel,

rather than pixel, levels. Algorithm 3 describes the steps involved for a typical sub-image

C, that is surrounded by sub-images A, B and D on four sides.
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1. Let S be the list of all of C’s windels bordering the sub-images A,B and D.

2. For each windel si ∈ S:

3. For each windel wi ∈ A ∪B ∪ C adjacent to si:

4. If L(wi) = L(si), (i.e., if windels both are of the same type):

5. si’s current region is R1 and wi’s region is R2, and R2 6= R1, merge R1 and

R2.

6. End.

Algorithm 3: Coalescing connectivity information from sub-images

Figure 3.12: In general, when coalescing connectivity information from a sub-image C, portions of a

region in C may be present in any of its neighbouring sub-images. The coalescing algorithm stitches

together individual regions in the sub-images to give the final regions of types p and q.

3.2.2 Improving the robustness of machine vision

Typical outputs of the windel connected components algorithm are shown in Figure 3.13.

A common problem in the machine vision vision stage is that regions that do not belong

to objects of interest could nevertheless share their colour characteristics. For example,

in Figure 3.13 B, the white line markings on the ground are wrongly identified as being

of the same region type as that of the ball. This could arise due to several reasons, two
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major ones being noise and aliasing in the input image, and wrongly learned colour char-

acteristics of regions.

Filtering the incoming images could be done to remove typical noise pixels, but this is

usually an expensive operation unless dedicated hardware is available. A few inexpensive

heuristic measures can be readily applied to remove spurious windels from consideration

while calculating object positions and orientations:

1. If the number of pixels having the label l = L(w) within the windel w is below a

minimum threshold, the windel is discarded.

2. The connected region’s total pixel count (i.e., area) should lie between acceptable

thresholds specified by an observer during the clustering stage. Regions above or

below this range are discarded.

Figure 3.13: (A) Connected windels beloging to the home colour region. (B) Regions identified as

belonging to the ball. Spurious regions can be identified by their low pixel density, thereby increasing

the robustness of detection.

3.2.3 Calculation of object positions and orientations

Once the regions are identified, calculation of object positions and velocities is relatively

straightforward. The position of the ball is simply the centroid of the region identified as

belonging to the ball. Determination of the positions and orientations of robots depend
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on the specific colour scheme being used. In the reference implementation, robots were

coloured coded using a major team colour, and a minor player ID colour as shown in

Figure 3.14. The robot positions are given by the centroids of the major team-colour

region, and orientations by the line formed between the centroids of major and minor

colours. Typical final outputs of the vision algorithm are shown in 3.15.

Figure 3.14: Measurement of robot orientation from identified image regions. Orientation calculations

typically depend on an assymetry present in robot colour coding. Colouring scheme used in the reference

implementation allowed large areas for denoting regions on a robot.

Figure 3.15: The final processed image with the identified objects.
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Chapter 4

Controller and Communication

This chapter discusses implementations of the controller and communication modules of

a robot soccer system within the Aneka framework. While the roles played by these

modules are vastly different from those of image acquisition and processing modules, the

interfaces at the highest levels remain the same.

4.1 Controller

Aneka models the controller as a module distinct from the perception and action modules,

as is common in a conventional robotic system with separate perceive-plan-act cycles. The

role of the controller is to accept the environment state (in the case of a robotic soccer

system, the state of the playground represented by positions, orientations and velocities of

the robots and the ball), and process it to produce control actions which are then applied

on the system’s actuators.

Controllers are represented in software as linked systems (class CLinkedSystem in the

reference implementation) that accept and output signals (class CSignal). Aneka allows

for the inclusion of a wide variety of controllers by defining strict interfaces through which

the controllers must interact with the rest of the system, but not imposing any further

conditions on the implementations of the controllers themselves. The domain level in-

terfaces present in the reference implementation are CController, which encapsulates a
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generic controller of a robot soccer system, and CControlAction, which encapsulates the

signal produced by the controller (Figure 4.2). The inputs to the controller are play-

ground state signals (CPlayground) generated by the vision processor, and the outputs

are control actions that are applied to the system’s communication module.

Figure 4.1: Controllers are modelled as linked systems that accept playground state as input and out-

put control actions. Controllers themselves may be composed of sub-systems, such as a predictor of

playground states.

Figure 4.2: Different control strategies can be accommodated as long as they conform to the predefined

domain specific interface, CController, and output actuating commands as CControlAction.

Figure 4.2 shows how various fuzzy logic, neural network, or programmed controllers

can be used to implement controllers by extending the domain level interface CController.

The implemented controllers themselves need not be monolithic modules, but may utilize
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Figure 4.3: Various control strategies can be transparently applied since the controller communicates

with the other modules through the Aneka interface.

a further combination of linked systems internally to accomplish the control tasks (Figure

4.1). Perception and action modules interacting with the control system, however, are

hidden from any complexities that are internal to the overall controller.

The rest of this chapter investigates implementations of a low level PID path planning

controller, a programmed controller, and a simulation environment within the Aneka

framework. The discussion clarifies how their inclusion is facilitated by the interfaces

provided by the framework.

4.1.1 Implementation of a PID based motion controller

Controlling the low-level motion of the robots along a specified path is often a requirement

irrespective of the higher level decision making strategies used. This section describes the

implementation of a simple PID based control scheme within the Aneka framework. Fig-

ure 4.4 depicts how the controller fits into the Aneka framework.

Figure 4.4: Construction of a controller divided into higher and lower level decision making modules.

The PID controller controls the motion of the robot through intermediate points specified by the higher

level trajectory generator.

PID controller is modelled as a linked system that takes in trajectory specifications
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(represented by class CTrajectory) as signals and outputs the final control actions, viz.,

the right and left wheel velocities of the robots. PID controller alone is ineffective as a

whole control system since it does not directly accept playground state as input, but it is

nonetheless a core portion of many intelligent higher level controller schemes.

Figure 4.5: The PID controller is modelled as a linked system that takes in signals of the form trajectory,

and outputs control actions specified by the left and right wheel velocities of the robots.

The robots used in Aneka are two-wheeled mobile robots (WMR) utilizing differential

drives. The posture of the robot, P , can be described using the position (x, y) and the

orientation angle, θ . This configuration is shown in 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Posture of robots in a robot soccer system.

In the system, the right and left wheel velocities (vR and vL) constitute the control

input to the robots. The linear velocity, v, and angular velocity, ω, of the robot are related

to the control inputs as:
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v = (vR + vL)/2 (4.1)

ω = (vR − vL)/2rw (4.2)

,where rw is the distance of the wheel to the centre of the robot.

With the linear and angular velocities of the robot, the kinematical equations are

obtained as:


ẋ

ẏ

θ̇

 =


cos(θ) 0

sin(θ) 0

0 1


 v

w

 (4.3)

Combining 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, we get:


ẋ

ẏ

θ̇

 =


cos(θ) 0

sin(θ) 0

0 1


 (vR + vL)/2

(vR − vL/2rw)

 (4.4)

Thus, by setting vR = vL, the robot moves in a straight line since the change in orien-

tation θ̇ = 0. Setting vR = −vL enables the robot to spin in place. The equations govern

the kinematic behaviour of the robots and are used extensively to calculate the resulting

posture (x, y, θ) with a given set of control inputs. However, the velocity of the wheels

exhibit transient behaviour before reaching the control inputs due to the dynamics of the

robot motors.
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Figure 4.7: The error inputs for a low level PID path-planning controller.

The error inputs to the PID controller are the distance error (φ) and the angle error

(θ) as shown in Figure 4.7. For a simple controller that uses only proportional control,

the control outputs VL and VR are calculated as follows:

VL = kdistφ− kangleθ (4.5)

VR = kdistφ + kangleθ (4.6)

, where kdist and kangle are the proportional controller coefficients for the distance error

φ and the angle error θ respectively. Thus, the distance error determines the base velocity

of the robot, and the angle error determines the velocity difference between the wheels.

The goal is to arrive at values for the gain that will cause the robots to reach the point

quickly and with least overshoot.

Integral and derivative controllers too could be included in the above scheme to achieve

better controller performance. Taking a base velocity VC to be constant, the control laws

for the left and right wheel velocities are calculates as in a PID controlled scheme is given

by:
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Figure 4.8: A generic depiction of an obstacle avoidance problem in robot soccer. The robot’s goal is to

follow a smooth trajectory that avoids the safe area and reach the target.

VL = VC − (kP θ + kD
d

dt
θ + kI

∫ t

0
θdt) (4.7)

VR = VC + (kP θ + kD
d

dt
θ + kI

∫ t

0
θdt) (4.8)

The input to the PID controllers is a trajectory generated by higher level modules.

Trajectory planning in robotic systems is a reasonably broad area in itself, but for the

purpose of demonstration, a polynomial based scheme is used in the sample PID controller.

Consider, for instance, a common sub-problem of obstacle avoidance that has to be

solved several times in the course of a normal soccer game. A static depiction of the

problem is given in Figure 4.8. The controller’s aim is to cause the robot to maneuver

around an obstacle to reach a target location - which need not be stationary - that lies

across the obstacle. Figure 4.9 depicts the result of a PID controller used to achieve

trajectory-tracking in simple situations.

The simplest way to generate a smooth trajectory that avoids the given obstacle would

be to generate the intermediate points to fall on a second order polynomial curve given

by,
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y = a2x
2 + a1x + a0 (4.9)

,with the starting and the ending points as shown in Figure 4.8. The three parameters,

a0, a1 and a2 are fully determined if a third point is arbitrarily chosen to fall outside the

safe area of the obstacle. The safe area would be large if the obstacle has been moving

while the trajectory is being planned. Figure 4.9 show execution of the PID controller for

a sample set of target points.

Figure 4.9: Low-level control of robot motion through PID controllers.
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4.1.2 Interpreted Programming Environment

Higher-level decision making can be implemented in several ways. One of the more

straightforward ways to generate complex control actions in a robotic system is to model

a human operator’s heuristics through a convenient programming language. While the

control strategy can be hard coded with the entire system, it is often desirable to be able

to modify heuristics rapidly on the fly until effective strategies are found. This makes the

option of an interpreted programming environment for robot systems attractive.

This section discusses the implementation of an interpreted programming environment

within the Aneka framework. The programming language used to code the semantics of

robot behavior, called the Aneka Programming Language, loosely resembles the C pro-

gramming language in syntax with robot soccer specific constructs included. The language

allows the control-strategy designer to specify several trigger conditions and actions that

should be taken when the conditions are met. The programmed controller, represented

by CProgrammedController, is implemented as a linked system (Figure 4.2) that accepts

playground states as inputs, and generates low level trajectory (CTrajectory) as outputs.

The trajectory is then passed to the low level controller for translating them into wheel

velocities that are followed by the robots. In the reference implementation, trajectory

information generated by the programmed controller does not contain target velocity in-

formation for intermediate points in a trajectory. This is arguably a major handicap in

real world where the robots must maintain a smooth motion while simultaneously follow-

ing a prescribed path. The collection of low level control actions available to the high

level layer are also extremely limited, and conceivably, more interesting behaviours could

be added. However, the default implementation does serve its purpose in demonstrating

inclusion of sophisticated controllers within the Aneka framework.

The programming environment consists of an editor through which the statements are

entered by a human operator, an interpreter that compiles the high-level statements into

byte-codes, and a virtual machine that runs the byte codes by linking them to built-in
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Figure 4.10: The programmed controller is modelled as a linked system that accepts playground states

as input signals, and generates trajectory information as output signals.

lower level control functions 4.11. The virtual machine provides a fund of lower level

actions that can be invoked using specific keywords, such as guard, within and pass.

Programmed controllers can be very effective in generating sophisticated behaviours by

stitching together simpler behaviours, but can break down easily if conditions not taken

care of in the program are met with in the real world.

Figure 4.11: Implementation of the interpreted environment.

4.1.3 Simulator

A simulator is usually included in robotic systems to function as a surrogate for the real-

world, allowing the controller to test out the efficacy of control strategies without having

to actually take action. This section details the implementation of a simple simulator

within the Aneka framework.
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Figure 4.12: Execution of the virtual machine. The actions whose pre-conditions are closest to the

existing playground state are executed in each cycle.
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Figure 4.13: (A) A sample APL program fed to the runtime. (B) Section of the corresponding virtual

machine code generated.
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Figure 4.14: The simulator is implemented as a linked system that accepts and outputs playground

states. In addition to the input signals, several parameters such as coefficients of friction and elasticity

of collistions between different surfaces may also be used to configure the simulator.

The simulator in the reference implementation is modelled as a linked system that

accepts and outputs signals in the form of playground states. When run in a stand-alone

mode, the simulator simply iterates through the states starting from an initial input

state, showing the state-trajectory of the environment visually through a GUI display.

The simulation engine CSimulator can also be linked to the Aneka system to act as

either a predictor of states in machine vision and control modules, or as a replacement

for the real environment.

Model of the robot soccer environment

The robot soccer environment as modelled by the Aneka simulator consists of two funda-

mental units - the ball and the robot. A realistic simulation of the environment requires

that the kinematics and dynamics of these units be modelled as accurately as possible,

while constraints of computational resources and mathematical complexity of models sig-

nificantly limit the fidelity of the simulator.

The robot motor dynamics can be modelled as a second order system, having the

standard form,

1

ω2
n

ẍ +
2ζ

ωn

ẋ + x = f(t) (4.10)
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, where f(t) is the input function, ωn is the undamped natural frequency of the system,

and ζ is the damping coefficient.

A further simplification can be made if a first order model is used to simulate the robot

dynamics, using the transfer function,

Y

U
=

1

1 + sτ
(4.11)

, where Y is the output, U is the input, and τ is the time constant of the system. The

time constant used in the simulator was obtained by observing the actual behaviour of

the robots on the playground.

An onboard PID controller is used to control the motors according to the reference ve-

locity inputs. Combining the PID parameters, the model of the robot dynamics becomes,

u

e
= KP +

TDs

1 + (TDs)/N
+

1

TIs
(4.12)

, where u is the control input,and e the error input to the controller.

PID tuning is done through Ziegler-Nichol’s Open Loop tuning method. The values

obtained for the PID gains, and the corresponding system response is shown in Figure 4.15.

The ball used in the real environment is an orange golf ball of 42.7mm in diameter and

46g in weight. The golf ball used in the competition has dents that are well distributed

throughout the ball, but these details are ignored in simulation. This simplifies the ball

model greatly although the simulation effect would have some deviations from the actual

results.

The ball has two modes of free motion: pure rolling without skidding and rolling with

skidding. Under normal circumstances, the ball only rolls. During rolling, the ball follows

a straight line in the direction, θ. It slows down because of a rolling friction coefficient

µR between the ball and the soccer field. The linear motion can thus be described by the
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Figure 4.15: Response of the simulated onboard motor controller after PID tuning.

equations,

a = − f

m
= −µRg (4.13)

v(t + 1) = v(t) + a∆t = v(t)− µRg∆t (4.14)

, where ∆t is the time elapsed between consecutive simulation iterations, v(t) is the

linear velocity of the ball at time t, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Since nega-

tive values of velocity make little sense in the above equations, they are clipped to zero.

Models that are more complex can be used where the fidelity of simulation is of critical

importance [35].
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The simulator must also take into account interactions among particles, and conse-

quently, the issue of collision detection naturally arises. Collision detection as an inde-

pendent area in its own right has been widely investigated in literature. Examples include

the Lin-Canny closest features algorithm [36], I-Collide [37] and OBB-tree [38] [35] [39].

The Lin-Canny algorithm maintains the pair of closest features (vertices, edges, or faces)

between two convex polyhedral moving through space. By exploiting the fact that the

current closest features are probably near the previous closest features, an almost constant

query time is achieved in practice. The distance between two polyhedral is easily found

once the closest features are known. A collision is declared when this distance falls below

some limit.

The simulator uses an approach based on OBB trees, primarily because it is relatively

simple to implement and gives an acceptable level of accuracy. An OBB-Tree is a hier-

archical representation using oriented bounding boxes. An oriented bounding box, OBB,

is a rectangular bounding box at an arbitrary orientation in 3-space. In an ideal case,

the OBB would be oriented such that it encloses an object as tightly as possible. Thus,

the bounding box is the smallest possible bounding box of arbitrary orientation that can

enclose the geometry in question. When compared with Axis-Aligned Bounding Boxes

(AABB), OBB generally allow geometries to be bounded more tightly with fewer boxes.

In order to speed up the process, precise detection is not done for all particles. The

detection procedure is divided into two phases. The first phase tests if a collision is pos-

sible between two particles using a simple algorithm. If this test is successful, a more

precise calculation is done to see if collision has indeed occurred. Thus, the more costly

algorithm in the second phase is only used if there is a possibility of a collision. If the

particles are extremely far apart, they will fail the first phase test.

In the first phase of collision detection, the Axis Aligned Bounding Boxes (AABB)

method is used. This involves using a bounding box around the particle, which encom-
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passes the entire particle without consideration of its orientation. In the case of the robot,

the bounding box has the diameter equivalent to the length of the diagonal of the robot.

For the ball, the bounding box has the diameter equivalent to the diameter of the ball.

In the second phase of detection, oriented bounding boxes (OBB) are used. To employ

this technique, the vertices of the robots have to be tracked. For collisions between robots,

if the first phase collision test is successful, the four vertices of the robots involved are

tested to see if the point is contained within the boundaries of the other robot using the

Jordan Curve Theorem (i.e., a point is inside a polygon if, for any ray from this point,

there is an odd number of crossings of the ray with the polygon’s edges.)

The OBB of the robot is more complex since it is a polygon. However, for collisions

between the spherical ball and a robot, it is adequate to only check the distance from the

ball to the edges of the robot. By employing this 2-phase detection method, the compu-

tational cost of collision detection can be reduced while still maintaining an acceptable

level of accuracy.

A collision may cause velocities of the involved particles to change instantaneously.

From conservation of momentum and energy considerations, we have

m1 × vi1 + m2 × vi2 = m1 × vf1 + m2 × vf2

1
2
m1 × v2

i1
+ 1

2
m2 × v2

i2
= 1

2
m1 × v2

f1
+ 1

2
m2 × v2

f2

(4.15)

, where m denotes the mass of colliding particles, and vi and vf are the initial and final

velocities of the particles. By defining the elasticity of collision, e,

e =
v2f

− v1f

v2i
− v1i

(4.16)

,

, the new velocities of the particles can be calculated as,
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vx1 =
((e+1)×m2×vi2

×cosθ2+(m1−e×m2×vi1
×cosθ1))

m1+m2

vy1 =
((e+1)×m2×vi2

×sinθ2+(m1−e×m2×vi1
×sinθ1))

m1+m2

vf1 =
√

v2
x1 + v2

y1

(4.17)

vx2 =
((e+1)×m1×vi1

×cosθ1−(m1−e×m2×vi2
×cosθ2))

m1+m2

vx2 =
((e+1)×m1×vi1

×sinθ1−(m1−e×m2×vi2
×sinθ2))

m1+m2

vf2 =
√

v2
x2

+ v2
y2

(4.18)

, where e is the elasticity of the collision, θ is the orientation of the particle, vx and vy

are the x and y components of the velocity. The elasticity of collisions is available to the

user as an adjustible parameter.

Modeling the ball collision appropriately would result in better simulation results, es-

pecially in prediction of ball location. Ball collision modelling requires greater care than

that of the robot, since any change from preset values in robot’s velocity imposed by the

collision will be resisted significantly by the robots’ onboard controllers, while the ball

moves largely due to the momentum imparted to it by the robots and the walls of the

playground.

The model for ball collision is adopted from Huang [40]. In Figure 4.16,

Figure 4.16: Modelling of pure rolling, and rolling with sliding.

, ω and ω0 are the angular velocities before and after collision respectively, v is the

linear velocity, v0 is the incident velocity on the wall, α is the angular acceleration, a is the

linear acceleration, froll is the rolling frictional force, fslide the sliding frictional force, mb
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is the mass of the ball, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and N is the normal reaction

force with magnitude mg. The motion of the ball just after collision is governed by,

v(t) = v0 − µsg∆t (4.19)

α =
f

Ib

=
5µsmbgr

2mbr2
=

5µsg

2r
(4.20)

ω(t) = ω0 + αt = ω0 +
5µsg

2r
t (4.21)

, where Ib = 2mbr
2

5
is the moment of inertia of the spherical ball with respect to

the rotation axis, and µs is the sliding friction coefficient. Equation 4.21 is valid until

v(t) = ω(t)r.

Figure 4.17: In this simulation, the future robot positions after possible collisions with walls are predicted

from current tracked positions.

Simulators in autonomous robotic systems

The simulator primarily acts as a predictor of states of the playground. In a robot soccer

system, the computer has absolute control over the wheel velocities of the home robots so
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Figure 4.18: The simulator as a replacement for the real world during development of control algorithms

offline. (From top to bottom, clockwise) Simulation of penalty kicks (A, B), kick offs (C, D) and free

kicks (E, F).

it is possible to know where the robots are moving. However, the movement of the ball

is erratic and is subject to collisions, occasional slipping and rolling. Thus, the ability to

anticipate the ball’s position and orientation after n seconds for a given n is beneficial for

the development of control algorithms. Several algorithms in the area of robotic control

proposed employ the idea of prediction [41] [42] [43] [44]. The Aneka framework allows

the predictor to be included as a linked system without adding further complexities to

the autonomous system.

The simulator can also function as a replacement for the physical world when develop-

ing control algorithms. When a satisfactory algorithm has been built and tested virtually,

it can be transferred to the robot soccer system.

Yet another use for a simulator in an autonomous control software framework is as a

platform for evolving control strategies. Evolutionary algorithms (EA) have long been

used to evolve control algorithms (e.g., [45]). [46] discusses an approach for planning
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Figure 4.19: A simulator when implemented as a linked system in Aneka can be used to artificially create

images to be processed by the autonomous controller or directly generate the playground states input to

the system, facilitating offline development of vision and control algorithms.

collision-free paths for two robots sharing the same workspace based on a new kind of

GA known as Cooperative Genetic Algorithms (CGA). Each robot is associated to one

population of the CGA and each string of a population represents a complete path for its

robots. The main idea is for both the populations of the CGA to interact in order to find

a collision-free path.

Fuzzy logic is employed in [47] and [48]. Bonarini [47] proposes the Evolutionary

Learning of Fuzzy Rules (ELF). This is a system that is able to evolve a population of

fuzzy rules to obtain a Fuzzy Logic Controller. In ELF, the pool of fuzzy rules is divided

into several sub-populations, whose members share the same values for the past variables.

Within the sub-population, a rule that matches the current state is randomly selected.

All the sub populations then cooperate to produce the control action.

In view of the many different methods available, it is important to have standards for

comparing the efficiencies of the different strategies. In some of the articles, frameworks

have been proposed to allow newly developed algorithms to be compared [49] [50].

In addition, [48], [51] and [52] describe self-organization as an important feature of
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evolutionary learning, allowing an autonomous agent to be “genuinely intelligent” by

having it interact with the environment without supervised instructions. However, the

main problem of EA [53] is that the robots must play thousands of soccer games to ob-

tain an optimum algorithm. The robots’ batteries probably would not last more than

a few hours, thus time-consuming recharging periods are needed. Human interference is

also unavoidable during the course of each game and the robots may need repairs often.

As a result, a control algorithm evolved in the real environment probably need months

before an acceptable product is obtained. This is a major reason why evolving a control

algorithm in the virtual environment is an attractive solution.

Recently, Zagal [54] proposed a new approach to evolutionary robotics which combines

learning from reality and simulators into a single framework. The robot learns by alter-

nating virtual and real experiences, while simultaneously, the simulator learns from the

robot real behavior execution. While the robot interacts with the real world, the simulator

converges to reality allowing for fast and representative evolutionary learning. The theory

was carried out in experiments [55] and optimistic results were obtained. Evolution in

simulation was also carried out successfully in [57] [58] [59].

Another major advantage of using simulators in designing robotic systems that is that

in applications where actual construction of robots is prohibitively expensive due to the

sheer scale of the problem, simulators can help to design major aspects of the control

scheme inexpensively. Such a simulation environment, in which controllers for Braiten-

berg vehicles can be evolved to exhibit some interesting behaviours, was implemented

as part of the author’s thesis work. The simulation environment was implemented as a

standalone research platform in C++ that can also be run from an Aneka-based context.

In the book “Vehicles: Experiments in Synthetic Psychology” [60], Valentino Brait-

enberg described thought experiments in which “vehicles” having very simple internal

structure exhibit complex intelligent behaviours. These vehicles, put together, have self-
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organizing abilities and evolutionary behaviors responding to their experiences and envi-

ronment.

Braitenberg vehicles are interesting because they are essentially reactive systems (as

opposed to symbolic deliberative systems), i.e., they simply react to their external stimuli

in certain pre-determined ways, and yet exhibit interesting levels of intelligence. Very

simple organisms are reactive systems, and since we have evolved from them, there is a

reason to suspect that our intelligence could be reactive in nature.

The Braitenberg vehicle environment simulations show how primitive behaviours can

be learned and can be potentially stitched together to form more sophisticated control

algorithms. The simulator presents to the vehicles two types of general objects: obstacles

and resources. The vehicles use sensors attached on their bodies to sense a potential field

generated by each object that falls exponentially with increasing distance from the object.

The simulator allows the objects to have two grid schemes (Figure 4.22): a full-body grid

scheme, in which the entire area of the obstacle is significant to the generation of poten-

tial field, and a perimeter grid scheme, in which only the perimeter is significant. The

potential field generated by the objects are sensed, amplified and added using weights

attached to the input channels, the output of which are then input to the vehicle’s wheels

as actuating signals. Thus, intelligence in a simulated Braitenberg vehicle resides in the

weights connecting the sensors to wheels.

Figures 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 show interesting behaviours that autonomous teams in the

simulation environment were designed to execute. In a future development, the simulator

can be used to automatically evolve the weighted networks.
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Figure 4.20: Braitenberg vehicles with internally connected neural networks.

Figure 4.21: Empty terrain, and terrain with potential fields drawn.

Figure 4.22: Full-body grid and perimeter grid schemes for obstacles.
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Figure 4.23: Braitenberg vehicle with obstacle avoidance behaviour, alone and in groups.

Figure 4.24: Braitenberg vehicle resource fetching, alone and in groups.

Figure 4.25: Combined behaviours of vehicles.
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4.2 Communication

The last major linked system in the domain specific inteface layer for a robot soccer sys-

tems is the communication module.

The role of the communication module in a robot soccer system is to transmit the

control actions generated by the controller to the robots on the field. In the reference im-

plementation, the low level aspects of transmitting signals were handled by a pre-designed

external RF transmitter communicating with the PC through an RS-232 (serial port) in-

terface. The reference implementation thus provides only a minimum implementation of

the communication module as the time constraints did not permit creation of a more

elaborate communication scheme, and this section is present primarily for the sake of

completeness.

Implementation of the communication module within the Aneka control software frame-

work is shown in figure 4.26. The module (class CCommunication in the reference imple-

mentation) is defined as a linked system that accepts a control action signal as input, and

transmits the control actions to the real-world robots.

Figure 4.26: Implementation of communication module within the Aneka framework.

The interface presented to controller by the communication module hides any specific

details that deal with the method of delivery of control actions to the robots. For ex-

ample, the communication module could relay the velocity information over a network,
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Figure 4.27: Communication module presents a standard interface to the controller through a domain

specific interface of type Communication.

remotely-controlling the robots. If a simulator is used instead of the real world, the com-

munication module would be relaying information to the simulator itself. The reference

implementation provides on the RF communication and simulated communication (which

is a part of the Aneka simulator), and more mechanisms could be added as needed.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Implementation of autonomous robots require a variety of approaches dealing with parts

of the overall system like machine perception, control and communication. While each of

these individual areas, such as machine vision, multi-sensor fusion and path planning in

mobile robots are given due consideration by the research community, the issue of how

the various subsystems can be brought together in a streamlined and cohesive software

architecture very rarely forms an independent subject of investigation. Yet, in an envi-

ronment where software is the defacto medium for implementing intelligent controllers,

the importance of the subject should not be underestimated.

This thesis discussed Aneka, an extensible control software framework for autonomous

robotic systems that can be used to implement controllers for a wide variety of robotic

domains using a clean architecture. A reference implementation of typical modules for a

multi-robot soccer system is provided to demonstrate how the framework can be used in

practice. Along with serving as a proof of concept of the proposed software framework,

the reference implementation in itself forms a solid platform for future research in fields

such as machine vision and multi-robot coordination.

The question of whether any single control software framework can be best suited for

implementing autonomous systems may be rightfully asked. While creating a software
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framework, we often need to consider what characteristics of the end product we are

ultimately interested in. Some of these characteristics include,

1. Safety and robustness requirements of the domains in which the software will be

used.

2. Speed with which the framework can be implemented in a problem area.

3. Ease of use of the framework by the implementors of the software.

4. How well and elegantly the framework models the domain of interest.

The prime goal of Aneka was to bring in “system thinking” right into the initial stages

of creating software-based autonomous controllers for robots. While in the minimality

of the concepts used for this purpose Aneka can be said to be optimal, it is nevertheless

a valid question whether it may be possible to design frameworks where other criteria -

such as correctness, thoroughness, speed of development, etc. - relevant to software based

systems can be optimised.

5.1 Aneka in other domains

Presentation of a generic control software framework such as Aneka cannot be complete

unless a straightforward implementation can be demonstrated not just the chosen robotic

domain, but in vastly different domains as well. This section discusses two instances where

fundamental interfaces and layering are used to implement SMPA based autonomous ro-

botic systems.

Figure 5.1 shows the schematic of a hexapod robot that senses its environment through

two antennae, a low resolution light sensor array, and force sensors attached to the legs of

the robot. The values from these sensors are regularly scanned by the control executive,

packaged into signal objects, and relayed to an internal modelling module. The mod-

elling module fuses the miscellaneous sensory data, and produces an environment model

(CEnvModel) that contains information on the state of the robot’s environment. The
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control executive then passes the environment model to the robot’s high level controller,

which decides on a plan of action based on them.

All modules of the robots can be extended from the fundamental interface of the linked

system (CLinkedSystem), and they communicate with each other through specialised

objects that implement the signal interface (CSignal). At the domain specific level of the

hexapod shown in Figure 5.1, application of the Aneka framework might give the robot

the following linked systems:

1. CTouchSensor

2. CLightSensorArray

3. CForceSensor

4. CModeller

5. CHLController (High level path planning)

6. CLLController (Low level leg movements, control and coordination)

The signals interfaces involved in the controller are:

1. CBooleanSignal

2. CBinaryArray

3. CForceSignal

4. CEnvModel

5. CLegMovement

The linked systems produce and consume signals in the context of a real-time control

executive, CControlExecutive. Each of the domain-specific interfaces themselves could

have specific implementations that ultimately realise their algorithms. While sensing and

action modules in a hexapod may not normally call for much complications, modelling

modules and high level planning modules could be implemented using an extremely wide
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Figure 5.1: Controller for a hexapod implemented using constructs provided in Aneka. All modules

and communications are modelled using linked systems and signals that are coordinated by a control

executive, and implement the fundamental interfaces of linked system and signal. The domain specific

interfaces, such as high level and low level controllers, specify the functionality that must be realised by

the ultimate implementations.

variety of algorithms. Since the overall controller itself is implemented under a common,

layered framework, the individual modules - such as the control or machine vision algo-

rithm - can be transparently replaced without affecting other subsystems.

The hexapod presented above could be made as complex as the technology available

at hand allows. At times, however, robots may need to work in extremely resource con-

strained environments. Figure 5.2 shows the schematic of such a simple robot which,

despite its simple architecture, is nevertheless capable of avoiding obstacles in its way and

reaching a predetermined destination. The disc-shaped robot consists of bump sensors

that are arranged symmetrically along its lateral surface. The bump sensors are connected

to an internal controller that drives inputs to two wheel motors. While it is possible to

have an analog circuit directly hardwire the sensor inputs to the wheel motors, in practice

the robot might need to exhibit relatively complex behaviours, such as not attempting
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to move in a direction where it had “sensed” an obstacle before, effectively creating a

map-like structure of its environment.

The simplicity of the robot’s architecture may imply that the software interacts at a

very close level with sensors and actuators. The implementation of the autonomous system

would be simple in this case since effectively, we need to design only two linked systems

(the bump sensor and the controller), and two signals (the bump and the wheel velocities).

The linked systems, following the naming convention of the reference implementation, are,

1. CBumpSensor

2. CVelController

, and the signals objects in the robot are

1. CBump

2. CVelocity

Even though more complex SMPA robots might call for heavy object oriented mod-

elling in software, in the case of the mobile robot, the signals could be extremely low

bandwidth objects like scalar real or boolean values. By separating and studying the

behaviour of the robot’s velocity controller as a linked system and defining clearly how

it interfaces with the other modules, we can investigate the effects of a large number of

control strategies while still maintaining a coherence of design in the controller. Linked

systems, signals and control executives also provide a strong conceptual foundation based

on which the system can be designed.

5.2 Future directions

There are several aspects of control software frameworks in autonomous robotic systems

that could be studied with Aneka and its reference implementation as starting points.
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Figure 5.2: A simple mobile robot controller could be implemented with a homogeneous array of sensors

directly connected to the controller. Explicit modelling or communication modules are not necessary,

allowing the controller to be implemented using just two linked systems and two signals.

Figure 5.3: Deriving the overall system transfer function from the transfer functions of the composing

sub-systems in classical control.

A major area of concern in composing sub-systems with varying characteristics into a

composite system is how the overall dynamics is affected by the dynamics of the individ-

ual systems. In classical control, this problem is fairly easily dealt with in the case when

the sub-systems are linear and time invariant (Figure 5.3).

Despite the importance of being able to determine overall system behaviour from that

of individual components, however, the resolution is not very straightforward in the case

of autonomous systems such as robots. A major difficulty is in determining what exactly

do we mean by “intelligence” in a machine, and how intelligence of a composite system

changes when several intelligent subsystems are stringed together.
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Figure 5.4: Characterising the overall behaviour of composite linked systems in Aneka. Intelligence

characteristics of sub-systems influence the overall intelligence of the autonomous robot.

The notion of “intelligence” in artificial systems and the requirements for such intel-

ligent systems are discussed in detail in [1]. In a control system, at a minimum level,

“intelligence” implies the ability to make decisions based on a given set of inputs in order

to attain a specified set of goals. One way to characterise the dynamics of such systems

might be to formulate metrics based on which an “intelligence quotient” of the system

could be derived [2] [3] [4] and measure the quality of the system’s solution along with

the time taken to reach it. This could be considered a close symbolic analog of response

of linear systems to unit impulse inputs (Figure 5.4).

A measurement scheme for machine intelligence might proceed just like intelligence

tests in humans, and have the following steps:

1. Create an problem scenario that the system must solve.

2. Specify characteristics of the correct solution.

3. Measure the quality of the solution against the time taken to reach it.

There are also other system and control theoretic concepts that are relevant in the do-

main of autonomous robotic systems. For example, Passino et. al. [12] propose analogies

of classical concepts such as controllability, observability and stability in the context of

artificial intelligent systems, that can be extended to autonomous robots functioning in
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Figure 5.5: In a scheme for measuring intelligence of autonomous systems, the system could be asked

to solve a number of problems, and the solutions evaluated for accuracy and speed. (A) The robot is

required to find a path from a starting point to a target, (B) The robot produces an overly complex

solution. (C) The problem is solved optimally. (D) The robot fails at the task due to malfunctioning

communication or vision algorithm. Though the path planning algorithm itself may be sound, overall

intelligence suffers when systems are composed together.
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the physical world.

Controllability refers to the ability of a system’s inputs to change the state of the

system. In classical and modern control theory, a system is said to be completely con-

trollable at a time i if there exists a finite time j > i such that for any state xi and

any state x, there exists an input sequence ui, ..., uj that will transfer the state xi to the

state x at time j [12]. A system is weakly controllable at time i if there exists a finite

time j > i such that for any states xi and x, both in the set of the system’s controllable

states, there exists an input sequence ui, ..., uj that will transfer the system from state xi

to x. Extending the concept of controllability to autonomous systems, we might say that

a problem is controllable if, given an initial state of the plant and a final target state, the

autonomous controller can produce a series of actions that will solve the problem.

Observability in control theory refers to ability to determine the state of the system

from the inputs, outputs, and model of the system. A system is said to be completely

observable at time i is there exists a finite time j > i, such that for any state xi of

the problem representation, the sequence of inputs, and the corresponding sequence of

outputs over the time interval [i, j] uniquely determine the state xj. In intelligent, au-

tonomous systems, observability could imply our ability to design “situation assessors”

that can determine the state of the system in question from a series of past inputs and

the system’s model.

The notion of stability of dynamical systems can be similarly extended to the domain

of autonomous robots. In control, a system is said to be internally stable when with no

inputs, if the system begins in some particular set of states and the state is perturbed,

it will always return to its initial set of states. An intelligent system can be said to be

input-output stable if for all good input sequences to the system, the outputs are also

good, where the goodness of an output is determined by whether the state reached by the

system is desirable or not.
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Also, the reference implementation of Aneka for the multi-robot soccer system has

default implementations of several modules that, in themselves, deal with broad areas

such as machine vision and robot path planning. Their inclusion in a unified but flexible

framework could further facilitate the reference implementation being used as a standalone

platform for research in each of these specialised fields.
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